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Book Descriptions:

Dishlex 100 Instruction Manual

Here are some product care guides This section will help solve the most common problems you may
encounter with your appliance. Please select a category Please select Dishwasher Visible product
damage or stain Bottom door seal damaged It is normal to find a split in the bottom of the door seal.
This is to release the inside pressure. Outer door damanged or scratched Protective clear pastic
coating has not been removed. Remove clear pastic coating. Unpleasant odour Burning smell On
models with the heater exposed an object may have dropped on to the heater and started to melt, eg
plastic container. Remove object from heater and carefully scrape off any melted plastic if
applicable. Odour mouldy smell Dishes washed only every two or three days. Use rinse hold cycle at
least once a day until a load accumulates or hand rinse dishes before loading dishwasher. A dirty
filter may contribute to a bad odour. Add approximately 3 tablespoons 45 ml of baking soda to
bottom of dishwasher to absorb odours. Can use dishwasher freshener Citron Fresh. Problem With
Operation Click when door is opened This is the light switch activating. Cutlery not drying Poor
loading in cutlery basket. Refer to instruction book for loading. Refer to user manual. Cycle time too
long Hot or cold fill selected if applicable. Choose correct water temperature. Cycle time too short
Incorrect program selected. Select correct program. Normal time taken 12 minutes. Damaged items
in dishwasher Certain items should not be washed in the dishwasher as they are not dishwasher
proof. When buying new dishes make sure that they are dishwasher proof. Refer to instruction book
for a list of items not suitable for dishwashers. Detergent either will not dissolve or will not come out
Upper basket spray arm is blocked. Detergent left in dispenser Upper spray arm holes blocked.
Remove upper basket to unblock holes in spray arm. Dirty inside dishwasher Could be calcium build
up from water supply white
film.http://www.ortigoza.com.br/userfiles/canon-a560-camera-manual.xml

dishlex 100 user manual, dishlex 100 dishwasher user manual, 1.0, dishlex 100 user
manual, dishlex 100 dishwasher user manual.

Put dishwasher through a complete cycle using a descaler available from Electrolux Spare Parts
followed by a cycle using Finish powder in the dispenser dishwasher must be empty during both
operations. Dirty wash The washing program selected is too gentle. Select another program. Spray
arm holes blocked. Unblock holes. Not enough detergent used or detergent is old and has gone hard.
Check detergent and use correct amount. Pitting of stainless steel Prolonged contact with salty or
highly acidic foods. Wash soon after use. Remove spots with silver polish and rewash. Brown spots
or pitting of stainless steel Detergent being thrown over cutlery and saucepans. Load detergent
correctly in the dispenser. Poor quality stainless steel used in cutlery or saucepans. Wash by hand
periodically. Poor loading. Do not overload dishwasher. Use the recommended loading pattern. Make
sure the plates are not touching each other. Ensure that dishes or cutlery are not preventing either
spray arm from rotating. Remove large food particles before placing dishes in dishwasher. Incorrect
program selected. Select heavier wash program. Do not use economy option with heavily soiled or
dried on food particles on dishes. Filters not locked in position. Check that the filters are correctly
located and secured. Refer to the instruction book. Not washing clean Poor quality detergent.
Recommend using higher quality detergent. Stains in tea and coffee cups Insufficient or poor quality
detergent used. Increase detergent dose. Tarnishing of silver Mixing with stainless steel cutlery.
Separate into different compartments of cutlery basket. Streaks on dishes Spray arm holes blocked.
Unblock holes. Poor quality detergent. Incorrect detergent usage. Increase rinse aid dosage or fill
rinse aid dispenser. White film on dishes Models with a water softener may need salt or the salt cap
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is not tight. Fill the container with salt use correct type of salt NOT table salt and check cap is
tight.http://www.okazdedziecko.pl/_files/Media/canon-a2e-service-manual.xml

Refer instruction book. Models with a water softener may not be set to the right level factory set at
level 4. Refer instruction book settings for the water softener. Discoloured baskets Water
temperature from hot water service too hot basket goes yellow. Adjust thermostat temperature or if
solar hot water, suggest plumber to fit a tempering valve should not exceed 65C. Discoloured inner
door panel or liner Chemicals from detergent powder ie.Increasing the amount of dishwasher
detergent may help. Not detrimental to operation or a health issue. Dispenser not opening Pot
handle sticking out or loose spoon. Freshener hanging off basket adjacent to the dispenser. Make
sure nothing obstructs the dispenser door preventing it from opening. Large plate in lower basket
obstructing door of dispenser. Reposition large plate.Door not closing or hard to close Top basket
not fully pushed in or bottom basket running off the track. Make sure both baskets are in correct
position. Reposition drain hose refer to installation instructions. Adjust rinse aid dispenser. Lights on
but not working Dishwasher door not closed properly. The drain pump turns on to pump out the
water to a safe level. Turn off tap until service can be arranged. Check power point with a known
working appliance. Check fuse box or circuit breaker. Drain hose is too low or not positioned
correctly under bench top. Reposition. Refer installation instructions. Not advancing, will not finish
program electronic models Door not properly closed. Push door until latch clicks. Dishwasher in
pause mode. Choose any other program. Not cleaning properly Using detergent tablets on ECO
program. Incorrect loading of dishes into dishwasher. Not dissolving detergent Top basket spray
arm blocked or not rotating. Freshener in the way. Reposition freshener. Not draining Spigot not
drilled out or cleared. Remove drain hose from sink trap and drill out or clear spigot webbing.
Draining slow Drain system blocked.

The drain hose extension may be incorrect check installation instructions. Filters blocked. Clean all
filters. Make sure filter is fully clicked home when replacing. Not drying Using detergent tablets on
ECO program. Not enough water Inlet blockage. Check for kinks and sharp bends in the inlet hose.
Not enough water Dishlex Global series Water fill adjustment may be required if mains pressure has
altered. Refer instruction sheet for fill time adjustment in instruction book. Not filling with water
Check tap is on. Inlet blockage. Check for kinks and sharp bends in inlet hose. Check inlet hose filter
sealing washer at tap for blockage. Not filling, water is escaping down drain Drain hose is too low or
not positioned correctly under bench top. Reposition. Refer to installation instructions. Not heating
Incorrect program selection. Not heating enough Global series May not have reached correct
temperature in given time. Refer to instruction book. Not operating not commencing cycle No
power. Check power turned on at power point. Power supply not connected. Check plug is in and
switched on. Check power point by plugging in and using another appliance. In PAUSE mode.
Dishwasher in DELAY mode eg. 2h. Press and hold DELAY button for 3 seconds to cancel. Not
washing properly Top basket spray arm blocked or not rotating. Temperature is not hot enough.
Incorrect program selection. Poor loading of dishes. Powder not dispensing properly Freshener in
the way. Spray arm holes are blocked. ECO program used with detergent tablet. Slow filling water.
Taking too long to fill Poor water supply pressure or tap not turned on properly. Check tap is on.
Soap not emptying Lid of detergent dispenser obstructed. Remove obstruction and continue cycle.
Stuck in delay cycle Unit has been set in the delay cycle. Press delay button until time is cleared.
Hand washing liquid is used. Pour half a cup of cooking oil in the dishwasher and run it with no
detergent.

https://ayurvedia.ch/boss-eband-js-10-manuale

Unable to program Delay start could be set without user being aware. Refer to instruction book to
clear. Vibrating Dishwasher not level. Adjust levelling legs as per installation instructions. Water
being pumped out. Program not selected Inlet valve leaking water into machine, overflow pressure
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switch is energised and the drain pump turns on to pump out the water to a safe level. Call 13 13 49.
Water is not entering the dishwasher Check tap is on. Inlet blockage. Check for kinks and sharp
bends in the inlet hose. Inlet blockage. Check Inlet hose filter sealing washer at tap. This is normal
operation. Water not being pumped out Drain system blocked. Check filters and drain hose for kinks
sharp bends and sink trap for spigot blockage. Leaking at hose connections inlet and drain hoses.
Check connections and hoses. Will not wash Wrong program is selected. Try other programs or refer
to instruction book for program selection guide. Error Message Display window showing an upside
down 4 Unit has been set in the delay cycle. Flashing 1h Dishwasher in DELAY mode. Press and hold
DELAY button for 3 seconds to cancel. Flashing 7h Unit has been set into the delay start cycle. Press
the delay button until time is cleared. Flashing P Dishwasher in PAUSE mode.If both ok faulty inlet
valve. Check filters and clean if dirty. Make sure filter is fully clicked home when replacing.Turn off
tap and power to unit. Require service call, phone 13 13 49. Light flashing Dishwasher in DELAY
mode eg. 2h. Press and hold DELAY button for 3 seconds to cancel. Dishwasher in PAUSE mode.
Refer to instruction book for fault list possible service call.. Message in display May indicate a fault.
Refer to instruction book for fault list possible service call. PF Power interruption. Program indicator
light flashing. Not filling. Check water supply and tap is turned on. Check inlet hose filter. Make
sure filter is fully clicked home when replacing.

http://www.loutrainers.com/images/Discus-Glider-Flight-Manual.pdf

The dishwasher adjusts the displayed wash time after each wash depending on the wash load and
water conditions detected by 1 minute. Normal operation. Problem With Installation Door gap
uneven Dishwasher not level on the floor. Adjust levelling legs as per installation manual. Door
hitting left or right at top Dishwasher not level on the floor. Rocking dishwasher Dishwasher not
level on the floor. Tilting forward Dishwasher not installed correctly. Refer installation instructions.
Tilting forward when both baskets out Dishwasher not installed correctly. Refer Installation
Instructions. Noisy during wash Chiller compartment too cold. Adjust chiller compartment
temperature control. Noisy when filling with water Tap or valve whistling due to water pressure. Fit
pressure reducing valve available from plumbing suppliers. Noisy when filling with water banging
noise Water hammer in the pipes when the water valve closes. Not a product fault. Water pipes are
moving in the wall. Fit anti hammer device, available from plumbing supplies and hardware stores or
have a plumber fit a pressure reducing device. Liner is stainless steel and will not rust. Handy Hints
External cleaning Clean the external surfaces of the appliance and control panel with a damp soft
cloth. Only use neutral detergents. Do not use abrasive products, scouring pads or solvents acetone
etc.. Internal cleaning Do an inspection at intervals of 3 months. Set a washing program for heavily
soiled dishes. Use detergent, but do not put dishes in the appliance. Long periods of nonoperation
Do these steps when you do not use the appliance for a long period Disconnect the mains plug from
the mains socket. Close the water tap. Keep the door open to prevent unpleasant smells. Keep the
inner side of the appliance clean.

http://ersanteknoloji.com/images/Discus-Manual.pdf

Products Dishwashers Accessories Support Customer Care Centre Troubleshooter Service Centres
FAQs Product Recalls Product Registration Brochures Information Promotions Where to Buy Buy
Parts About Dishlex Contact Us Terms and Conditions Privacy Policy Sitemap. On my 500E, I took
the sheet metal door skin off and found a couple of burned spots on the wires inside a clear plastic
strain relief..When itis installed again in a newly constructed house having 3 phase.Help please. I
have lights and power to it but when i press the start button nothing happens.The timer i believe is
broken, when i place it on a wash any wash it clicks however does not engage Can you help me I
downloaded a pdf file no problem..Programs erratic. Normal wash does not admit water. Fast wash
does not advance past rinse. All were replaced..Water is going in but then seems to overflow and
leak out of machine. Cheers for any help. Common problem with these dishwashers is the heating
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element stops DX302SB 02 Genuine Appliance Parts DISHLEX ELECTROLUX DISHWASHER
ELECTRONIC GENUINE CONTROL BOARD PCB Part No 0367400141. Electrolux Spare Parts.
ELECTROLUX P6000 Nexus Series. Find the right dishwasher for your kitchen. Hi All, This has just
occurred literally 10 mins ago, Electrolux Dishlex dishwasher model DX 302. Push the power button
in nothing happens. Push and hold the power At Genuine Appliance Parts we supply genuine
Electrolux Dishwasher Parts. At Genuine Appliance Parts we supply genuine Electrolux Dishwasher
Parts. Olympus e 410 sample photos nikkor, Purlin design aisc manual, Fnma self employed income
analysis form, Report address change sevis, Jsf dispatcher servlet example. Reload to refresh your
session. Reload to refresh your session. On my 500E, I took the sheet metal door skin off and found a
couple of burned spots on the wires inside a clear plastic strain relief..Help please.

The timer i believe is broken, when i place it on a wash any wash it clicks however does not engage
Can you help me Dishwasher continues to drain with ECO light flashing. Service manual says it is
due to an incorrect fill level or fill line. If the water level overflows the float will activate the switch
which will kill the machine and run the drain pump continuously..I have lights and power to it but
when i press the start button nothing happens.After the cycle the dishes are wet and covered in
greasy clumps. We ran the test cycle and got the followingAny advice you could give me would be
appreciated. I have the service manual but have never done any type of dishwasher repair. Id like to
not have to replace this dis Write down re.When itis installed again in a newly constructed house
having 3 phase.Have cleaned filters. No Manual so cant look up problem. Wont work. Turned it off
and unplugged it to reset no good. Puase, stop buttons will not work either. Any ideas.Husband has
checked the following both pumps main and waste hoses, solenoid switch inlet. Could this be the
problem. What else to check This is the second time its happened I dont use it that much. The
previous time my husband replaced the inlet and outlet hoses. What is the proper level for water fill
never above the If you have water leaks around the base of your dishwasher,\015\012you may be
using a detergent that is.Recently it has been stopping early in the cycle and the display shows 10.
The selected program is flashing. I do not have the manual to trouble shoot and find out what this
means. Your help would be appreciated. Regards. Peter H. The timer i believe is broken, when i
place it on a wash any wash it clicks however does not engage Can you help me The timer i believe
is broken, when i place it on a wash any wash it clicks however does not engage. Its more than 8
years old however works well, is it worth replacing the timer.

It seems that water was leaking out of the main compartment into the guts of the machine and
shorting out a solenoid I think. This is in the middle of the left inside wall. Take a look at your
manualNext, by removing the left cover plate of the dishwasher there are screws at the back, top
and front of the machine, you expose a large flatish plastic device about 150x300x15mm that is
responsible for dividing up the incoming water to add salt to one portion and then presumably
recombine the water. This is held in place by two clips on the left side and the large ring around the
water hardness adjustment screw on the inside of the machine. Twist off the ring and give the
plastic thing a good pull to loosen it from the black tarlike stuff. Once it is free, youll see a black
oring that seals the joint between the plastic device and the main compartment. In my case, this was
full of gunk and not sealing properly. I gave it a good clean and refitted the whole assembly. For
good measure I also checked the clips securing the hoses connecting to the plastic device and made
sure they were sound.In my case, water was dripping down on top of the electrics when the machine
took in water and I guess must have shorted out the solenoid, bringing the whole water delivery
process to a halt. This created the mpression that the machine would fill up with water and go no
further. I gave the whole area a good dry with a cloth. I also had to tilt the whole machine and allow
the water that had, over the last few days acumulated inside, to drain out. Everything worked
fine.Electricity and water dont really mix. I advise if you are not qualified that you ask a suitably
qualified person to do the job for you.Most cleaning problems are caused by the dishwasher not
getting enough wash water, so the waterinlet valve is often to blame. This valve is usually at the



bottom left or right of the dishwasher, behind the lower access panel.

Its the device with the main water line from the house, a rubber tube to the dishwasher, and two
wires attached to it. Dishwasher Water Inlet Valve Replacement Be sure to read and understand any
instructions that come with the new water inlet valve. Tools required Adjustable wrench
MultiScrewdriver Pliers Step 1. Disconnect the dishwasher from its power source. Note Dishwashers
are usually wired directly to the home’s electrical system. To disconnect the power, switch off the
circuit breaker or remove the fuse for the electrical circuit the dishwasher is attached to. Try to turn
the unit on after disconnecting the power to be sure you were successful. CAUTION If you’re not
sure you’ve shut off the power properly, DO NOT CONTINUE. Call a qualified appliance repair
technician to complete the repair. Step 2. Turn off the water supply to the dishwasher. This is
usually underneath the kitchen sink or in the basement or crawlspace near the location of the
dishwasher. Pliers may be helpful here. Note If there are no shutoff valves, you must shut the water
off at the main water supply valve for your home. Step 3. Remove the lower panels of the
dishwasher. These are usually held by 2 to 4 screws at the upper and lower corners of the panels.
The inlet valve is usually near the front of the dishwasher. Attached to the valve you’ll see 2 or 4
wires, the water supply line from the house and the water feed line that goes to the dishwasher. Step
4. Remove the household water supply line from the valve. The line is usually secured with a brass
compression nut. The water supply line is usually copper or braided stainless steel. CAUTION Water
supply line may be hot. Step 5. Remove the fitting from the valve the water supply line was attached
to. This fitting may be very difficult to remove. It may help to put the valve into a vice in order to
remove the fitting. If you cannot remove it, replace it.

The fitting is not an appliance part but a plumbing part that is available at most hardware stores.
Step 6. Remove the screws holding the valve to the dishwasher frame. Step 7. Label the wires to the
valve so you’ll be sure to reattach them correctly. Step 8. Remove the wires from the valve. Step 9.
Remove the clamp on the black rubber water discharge tube and pull the tube off of the valve. Step
10. Reinstall the old fitting or a replacement fitting if necessary onto the new valve the water supply
line was attached to. Use Teflon tape or pipe joint compound as a thread sealant. Make this fitting
tight to prevent leaks. Make sure that the fitting points in the same direction as the old one so that
the water supply line will meet up with it properly. Step 11. Install the new valve in the reverse
order of the removal instructions. Note The water supply line is under high pressure. Be sure to
tighten the fittings properly. Step 12. Turn on the water to the machine, and check for and correct
any leaks. Step 13. Reinstall the access panels. Restore the power to the dishwasher and test. Note
You may have to let the dishwasher run a few minutes before it reaches the next water fill cycle.
Internal filters. Every dishwasher has some type of filter to keep large food particles and foreign
objects away from the pump assembly Some have filters in the bottom of the dishwasher that you
need to periodically clean. You dont need any tools to remove the filter, and cleaning it is easy.
Consult your owners manual to determine which type you have and its maintenance requirements. If
your filter is clogged, it may be causing the cleaning problem. Drain valve. Some dishwashers have a
valve or gate that should open only during draining. If debris lodges in the valve, it cant close
properly, so water drains out during the wash cycle. Most dishwashers drain into the garbage
disposer. If yours does that, listen for water flowing into the disposer during the wash cycle.

If you can hear it then, the drain valve may be clogged. Spray arms. Theres a spray arm at the
bottom of your dishwasherit may have a tall spray tube mounted to the center of it. If debris is
blocking the holes in the spray arms where the water comes out, it could cause cleaning problems.
Regularly inspect each of the spray arms and clean out the holes as necessary. Water temperature.
To get the best cleaning results, the water entering your dishwasher needs to be hot enough. Try
running the hot water in your kitchen sink for about 30 seconds before starting the dishwasher, to
preheat it. Also, if your dishwasher lets you select a higher wash or rinse temperature, try that to



see if it helps. To check the temperature of the hot water that comes from your kitchen faucet use a
waterproof thermometer. If the water isnt 120 degrees Fahrenheit, your dishwasher may have
trouble getting your dishes clean. You could increase the temperature of the hot water to the whole
houseand therefore the dishwasherby adjusting the hot water heater thermostat. Warning! To lessen
the risk of scalding, dont set the hot water heater temperature higher than 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
Detergent cup. Dishwashers dont perform their best if detergent is introduced only at the beginning
of a cycle, so add detergent to both parts of the cup. Login to post Contact information in manual.
Dec 3, 2012 Unscrew the top cap and see if there is anything blocking inside. Note If there is no air
gap installed, the dishwasher might not drain properly. If the drain hose is clogged, the dishwasher
would not drain. If there is an air gap installed, it is very common that a hose going from the air gap
into the garbage disposer is clogged. Remove and clean the hose. Make sure to reattach the hose
before starting the dishwasher. Note If you recently had a garbage disposer installed, it is common
to overlook removing the drain plug. 2. Broken belt Some dishwasher models use a belt to drive the
pump.

Replace the belt if found broken. Note Sometimes the belt would just come off the pump. Even
though it might not be broken, it is recommended that you replace the belt, because it is probably
too stretched out. 3. Pump Some models have two impellers inside the pump one, wash impeller,
takes care of the wash cycles, the other, drain impeller, drains the water out. If the drain impeller is
broken broken blades, shaft, the dishwasher would not drain. Replace any broken pump
components. 4. Drain solenoid Some models for example most GE dishwashers use a drain solenoid
to drain water out. Sometimes the solenoid gets stuck, preventing the water from draining out.
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